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Among the distinctive features of the Queensland timber house is 
the widespread practice of elevation on high "stumps" two metres or 
more in height. So remarkable in appearance are these highset houses 
that the feature has frequently attracted comment from casual visitors, 
and has received attention from many writers in the field of 
Australian architectural history. 
Almost the first thing that arrests the attention on going 
into Queensland is the style of the houses. They are nearly 
all of wood, and generally stand on high and rather unsightly, 
because exposed, studs The typical North Queensland house 
is seldom much to look at, even when the architect has 
evidently done his best. At their worst they are square wooden 
boxes on long legs...^ 
While little research has been done on the origins and development 
of the highset house, it has generally been claimed that the technique 
arose in southeastern Queensland at the end of the nineteenth century: 
"...these houses were first built in and around the hilly terrain of 
Brisbane and were later adopted for building in northern areas from 
1890 onwards." J.M. Freeland mentioned isolated examples in the 
late 1870's, but found that frequent use of "six to nine feet" stumps 
came about only at the turn of the century. Ray Sumner described the 
practice as originating in Brisbane, and remaining relatively rare 
until the 1920's. although she recognised examples in North Queensland 
from as early as 1877.^ Peter Newell depicted the elevation of 
houses as a slow, continuous process: 
By the 1870's houses were raised about 20 centimetres above 
ground level. The floor levels were gradually raised to 
one metre over the next 20 years, but the traditional 
Queensland house raised on its two-metre stumps was relatively 
slow in development.7 
A study of building practices in North Queensland from the early 
years of European settlement suggests that these estimates of the time 
of adoption of high stumps are several decades too late, that the 
process of adoption was not one of gradual evolution but of abrupt 
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transition, and that the practice probably became commonplace in 
the north of the colony before the south. While the origins of 
the technique are not entirely clear, it was certainly used in 
North Queensland from 1870 onward, documented by a variety of 
contradictory explanations for its popularity. 
The highset house did not involve any major change in building 
techniques, for no structural modification was called for, simply a 
substantial increase in the length of the foundation stumps normally 
used to support timber buildings. At the time of European settlement 
in North Queensland, all but the humblest cottages and outbuildings 
were provided with a wooden floor elevated a few centimetres above 
ground, and early photographs and a number of the oldest extant 
buildings demonstrate the widespread adoption of low stumps. 
Q 
J.M. Black's house in Townsville (1865) was so elevated, and the 
Cardwell Telegraph Office (1870) originally stood on timber stumps 
9 
about 30cm in height. The Ravenswood teacher's residence (1873) and 
School of Arts library (1875) are on low stumps. Even in the primitive 
tradition of slab construction framed foundations and elevation on 
stumps were not unusual. Four substantial slab buildings surviving 
in North Queensland were all elevated and timber floored: the Bowen 
River hotel (c. 1862) at about 50cm; the Eureka hotel at Thornton 
11 12 
Gap (1865) at 40cm; the Wambiana hut (c. 1879) about 50cm; and 
13 Blechynden homestead at Murray Upper. Manuals describing the 
construction of slab buildings differed in their descriptions of 
14 foundations and flooring. Some advocated an earth floor, while 
others gave detailed Instructions for raised timber floors similar to 
16 
IS  
those found in North Queensland. C.W. Bryde's reminiscences 
describe the construction of a slab house with a floor of sawn boards, 
and C.H. Eden's slab house was carpenter-built and floored, although 
he advocated an earth floor in his advice for other settlers. These 
lowset floored buildings usually had insufficient space beneath them 
for access: the reasons for stumping must have been to do with cleanli-
ness and prestige, to provide ventilation, alleviating fungal decay; 
and to allow enough height for a comfortably sprung timber floor. 
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However from about 1870 a quite distinct practice had appeared 
in the coastal sugar growing areas near the Pioneer, Burdekin and 
Herbert rivers. In these communities there was no slow tendency to 
Increase the elevation of houses, but an abrupt adoption of stumps 
two metres or more in height in some houses from the earliest period 
of settlement. A number of the first plantation houses on the lower 
Burdekin and Pioneer rivers were depicted on high stumps in the 1870's 
18 
and early 1880's. Elevated houses were also built at Thomas 
Swallow's Hambledon plantation south of Cairns in 1882. Swallow's own 
house was described as "...an ideal tropical bungalow. Built on piles 
19 
and surrounded by fine broad verandas..."; his overseer's residence 
and a number of workmen's cottages were all highset - some of the 
20 
cottages to well over three metres. By far the best documented 
region for early highset houses is the lower Herbert, where descriptions 
21 
of at least nine houses on high stumps were recorded from 1871 onward, 
supplemented by a remarkable set of photographs taken in the district 
22 by Thomas Mathewson, probably in 1874. But dramatic as the 
ascendancy of the elevated house was on the northern coastal sugar 
fields, it does little to resolve the historical problems of 
antecedents and motivation; Indeed, it raises far more questions than 
It answers. 
Neither the origins nor the reasons for the practice of elevating 
houses has ever been satisfactorily and simply explained; there are 
several possible origins and numerous undoubted motivations. Elevation 
of buildings is by no means unique to Queensland: it occurs in several 
other parts of the world, notably in Melanesia, Indonesia and 
mainland southeast Asia. Throughout Europe, buildings such as 
23 
granaries were elevated on staddles for protection from vermin, and 
Australian farmers adopted the use of a wooden post foundation to 
protect harvested crops from ground damp. Market produce in English 
towns was from medieval times frequently stored in buildings elevated 
25 
on posts up to two metres in height. Even within the grander 
architectural traditions of Europe, the principle of high elevation 
with partial enclosure at ground level is not dissimilar from that of 
38 
Roscommon Homestead, Herbert River, about 1871 
[Mrs Fardon, Townsville] 
Workmen's house, Hambledon, about 1881 
[Caims Historical Society] 
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a ground floor loggia in a two story building. In New Zealand in 
the 1840s there evolved the more idiosyncratic practice of supporting 
buildings on elevated foundations unconnected to the floor, to 
26 
mitigate the transmission of earthquake shocks. Thus there were 
ample precedents which North Queensland builders might have drawn 
on, although most are too remote to suggest a direct connection. 
There are two antecedents which might have had more direct 
Influence on the construction of highset houses in North Queensland, 
but which at present remain inconclusive for want of evidence. One 
is suggested by the early adoption of high stumps in the coastal 
sugar-growing areas. The earlier experience of the planters in these 
regions remains to be studied, but it is at least conceivable that 
some had previously been Involved In sugar cultivation In the 
Caribbean and Louisiana. Cane planters in the nineteenth century 
were a loosely-knit International community, exchanging journals and 
visiting other sugar-growing areas. In Louisiana there had existed 
since the French colonial period a tradition of house construction 
which in general form resembled the Herbert River plantation houses: 
either a highset house with partial enclosure underneath, or a two 
27 
story house with a wide ground floor loggia. No North Queensland 
house can be shown to have its origins in Louisiana, but the question 
at least remains open. 
The second Is the earlier attempt at settlement in north Australia, 
at Victoria, Port Esslngton. Two buildings there, the officers' 
mess and a storehouse, had been built "on piles 8 feet high" when 
28 
the settlement was established in 1838. Why this was done is not 
made clear in any account of the Port Esslngton settlement, but there 
are several comments on advantages subsequently discovered. A likely 
originator of the idea was George Windsor Earl, who was in large 
measure responsible for the establishment of Port Esslngton, and was 
present to guide its fortunes. Earl was familiar with the East 
Indies, and his accounts of his travels contain passing reference 
29 to the Malay practice of highset house construction, which was 
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being adopted by European colonists in southeast Asia during the 
nineteenth century. A description of Singapore in its early years 
of British occupation refers to their houses as "elevated some five 
30 
or six feet from the ground". 
The two buildings at Port Esslngton were apparently the first 
known to have been elevated in Australia, and several writers on 
31 Queensland houses have drawn attention to them, but there is 
difficulty in establishing any causal link between these buildings and 
later practice elsewhere in Australia. Possible connections exist, 
not strong enough to establish direct influence, but suggesting 
mechanisms by which it might have occurred. In 1863, just as 
European settlement was commencing in North Queensland, Earl published 
32 
a "Handbook for Colonists in Tropical Australia". Its timing 
suggests it may have been the medium transmitting pioneer experience 
from Port Esslngton to North Queensland, but no such supposition is 
sustained by its text. The handbook refers in passing to a "building 
with the floor raised 5 feet above the ground" at Port Esslngton, 
and praises the durability of Ironbark timber for "piles" - which could 
mean wharf piles - but nowhere does it specifically advocate 
elevated construction, nor indeed offer advice of any kind on building, 
beyond the rather obvious statement that a "better description of 
dwelling than a tent will reduce the temperature within doors very 
33 
considerably". It is likely that members of the Port Esslngton 
community dispersed in Australia after 1849, for Earl mentions that some 
34 
of the marines purchased their discharge in Sydney, but their 
subsequent activities are unknown. In the absence of a clearer link 
between the elevated buildings of 1838 and those of 1870 onward, it 
would be unwise to make too much of the Port Esslngton precedent. 
Direct influence from southeast Asia to North Queensland after 1861 
is quite conceivable, through the migration of British settlers or 
indentured labour, but cannot be substantiated by present evidence. 
Though the geographical origins of the practice remain obscure, 
numerous reasons have been proposed for the adoption of high stumps 
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under Queensland houses. Freeland considered protection from 
35 termites to have been the original reason. Newell expanded this 
36 
to "seasonal flooding, mosquitoes and white ants", while Sumner 
similarly found hlllslope construction problems, control of termites 
37 
and flooding to have been the principal motivations. All three 
writers have drawn attention to the discovery at Port Esslngton that 
elevation of buildings made possible the detection and control of 
termites in the stumps before they entered the building: 
This temporary method of piling in order to raise the 
buildings has proved very useful. Had they been 
fixed on the ground in the usual manner, they must 
have been destroyed long since by vermin.... The 
Blockhouse and Fort are particularly Infested by 
the White Ant; having so much solidity in the 
construction, it is not possible to reach the 
destructive creature, and ultimately it must be 
destroyed by them...38 
Protection from termites was certainly one consideration in the 
decision to elevate buildings, although whether this idea was 
transmitted from elsewhere or arose Independently in North Queensland 
is not clear. The point of high stumps was not that they prevented 
termite attack but that the space beneath the floor permitted 
Inspection of the stumps for signs of infestation. In 1874 this was 
pointed out by the telegraph operator at Junction Creek, who 
reported that the telegraph station, built in 1871, was severely 
infested: 
... the white ants are causing considerable damage to 
these buildings and I see no way of checking them as the 
blocks are too low to allow a person to get under the 
house. The kitchen and water closet will not last this 
wet season...39 
Perhaps as a tardy response to such observations the colonial 
architect began to design government buildings elevated to about two 
metres in some northern areas: the earliest such highset plans extant 
are those for the Georgetown and Geraldton (Innisfall) post and 
telegraph offices, drawn in June 1884. 
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The problem of protecting timber buildings from termite infestation 
exercised designers and builders throughout Australia. At the time of 
North Queensland's settlement, no systematic methods had been adopted 
to alleviate termite damage, and a number of experiments were undertaken 
in subsequent years: construction in a material unattractive to 
termites, treating timber with toxic substances, installing an 
impermeable barrier between the ground and the building, and providing 
for regular Inspection of termite activity. The defence finally 
adopted in the north combined several of these techniques, so that a 
characteristic use of materials and building practices became 
associated with elevation on high stumps. 
The search for a material which termites would not consume was 
ultimately successful, but oddly was never carried to its logical 
conclusion. For a time a myth flourished that termites would only 
Infest softwoods, and that hardwoods were impervious. This is 
reflected in statements like "a hardwood floor is insisted on as a 
41 protection from the ravages of white ants", and "...there being no 
42 
pine or other softwood about it the white ants cannot injure it". 
Such beliefs were not long sustained, for the Superintendent of 
School Buildings reported from Townsville in 1883: 
The white ants in this ground are the largest I have ever 
seen, being about half an inch in length, and equally 
destructive, eating hardwood as readily as pine.^3 
In later years the contrary belief was occasionally expressed, that 
certain softwoods were Immune from termite attack because of their 
resin content: 
Cyprus Pine....is used in preference in railway buildings 
for blocks and almost exclusively for telegraph poles in 
this district on account of their durability. White ants 
never touch it.44 
This assertion appears to have no foundation, and in the context of 
the letter in which it appears is best dismissed as sales talk. 
There are no timbers which termites will not attack, although some 
tree species and some parts of the log are less attractive. 
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Brick was only rarely used as a building material in North Queensland 
because of its cost, but a number of timber houses in Townsville 
were given brick foundations from the 1880's onward, possibly in 
response to the ferocious reputation of the local termites; 
Currajong,, Rosebankj, Matthew Rooney's house and a nearby cottage at 
North Ward were all built on brick piers from 35 to 50cm in height 
between 1884 and 1890. Concrete was recognised as a desirable 
foundation material as early as the 1870's, but only Irregularly 
specified until the twentieth century. In 1878 the specification for 
light-keepers' cottages read: 
Foundations of Buildings: Are to be concrete piers moulded 
in a timber box 12" square at head and 18" at the foot, & 
4 ft. in length; Sunk 2 ft. in the ground.^^ 
And again in 1889 the Collector of Customs at Normanton advised: 
I would further recommend that any new buildings which 
are erected at Normanton should be placed on concrete 
blocks, as the white ants at that place are exceedingly 
destructive.^7 
Two houses in Walker Street, Townsville were built in 1890 with 
30cm circular concrete piers, and occasional examples occur from 
that time onward, but the material did not achieve real popularity 
for decades, presumably because of its cost relative to timber stumps 
until serious timber shortages hastened the use of concrete in the 
1950's. 
It was obvious enough that iron buildings would resist termites. 
The Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs recommended in 1876 that the 
Maytown post and telegraph office be built of galvanised iron, 
"because white ants are so destructive in that locality", and the 
Georgetown Police Magistrate pointed out in 1884: 
The white ants are such dreadful pests that an elaborate 
building as specified would be utterly destroyed in three 
(3) years - it would at the least be a constant source of 
trouble in annual repairs. The Inhabitants having proved,„ 
this erect new buildings of iron, with hardwood frames... 
But this discovery seems never to have been logically applied in 
North Queensland. Although iron was routinely employed for telegraph 
poles and sometimes for railway sleepers in the region, it was not 
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put to use by builders as a structural material, simply as a cladding; 
the stumps and frames of iron houses remained vulnerable to termite 
attack. 
The builders' dilenmia was that economy demanded the use of timber 
in the north, but it was folly in a region uniformly and heavily 
populated by termites to erect buildings of the very material that 
constituted their natural diet. In the quest for a termite-proof 
wooden building, experiments with toxic substances played an 
important part. A Bowen school-teacher in 1882 reported treating 
termite infestations with arsenic in treacle; "the remedy prescribed 
in the official Circular". Although the possible consequences of 
daubing that mixture on the stumps of school buildings are horrifying, 
similar reports are common in school correspondence; as are experiments 
with such substances as kerosene, copper sulphate and various patent 
preparations such as Streets and Fauldings White Ant Poison, an 
arsenic compound. The same remedy was specified to contractors: 
At the surface level, bore (with one (1) Inch auger) into 
each of the new stumps, about half way through same, with 
a downward slope and fill the hole with arsenic and treacle, 
mixed to the consistency of thick paste. Also treat in a 
similar manner, all the old stumps, and tar same two (2) 
coats. The treacle and arsenic must be mixed in the 
presence of the Head Teacher, or other person appointed by 
the Department.52 
The defence finally adopted everywhere in the north was to elevate 
timber buildings above ground to provide access for checking termite 
activity in the foundations, to poison the stumps, and to install a 
metal barrier between the stumps and the bearers. A.C. Blcknell 
described this as standard practice by the 1890's: 
The white ant is a curse to this country, and great 
precautions have to be taken against it when building 
a house. The usual plan is to drive into the ground 
wooden piles steeped in creosote; on the top of these 
are placed dished galvanised iron plates, and on these 
the house is built.^3 
The evolution of these ant caps (or stump caps) was gradual. No 
such protection seems to have been used at the time of first settlement; 
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the early extant buildings were originally without a termite barrier. 
The Cardwell telegraph office (1870) was re-stumped with ant caps in 
1897,^^ and the Eureka hotel (1865) is still largely without them, 
although the verandah perimeter has been re-stumped with caps in 
recent decades. 
Provision for a termite barrier appears in an 1867 specification 
for buildings at the Bustard Head lighthouse: "Cap with strong sheet 
zinc projecting IJ5" all round." It is clear that no standard form 
was developed by that time, nor Indeed by 1874, when the school 
buildings at Cooktown were simply specified to have "galvanised iron 
56 
for the tops of stumps, between them and the plates". But by the 
mld-1870's a galvanised iron barrier was being widely adopted. The 
Australian Joint Stock Bank at Maytown was built in 1876 with stumps 
capped by squares of sheet Iron, roughly hammered down at the corners. 
This requirement was formalised in succeeding years, and in government 
buildings from 1875 stumps were to be "capped on top with No 11 VM 
CO 
brand zinc overlapping stump 3" all round". About 1880 mass-
produced dish shaped caps came into use, and by 1884 both the form of 
the item and its nomenclature were established in government contracts: 
Cap each stump with an approved 24 gauge galvanised 
iron stamped stump cap projecting from stump at least 
3" all round.59 
But conservatism in specifications for some years afterward allowed 
contractors' practices to outrun the Works Department's requirements. 
In 1892 the District Inspector of Schools reported indignantly that 
the builder of the Ravenswood Junction State School had supplied 
stamped stump caps instead of the galvanised iron sheeting specified! 
However, the stamped galvanised iron cap gained ascendancy in the 1880's 
and has remained in use on round timber stumps to the present. 
But, while the termite problem can be shown to have encouraged the 
use of stumps, and to have brought about the methods of chemical 
treatment and capping which became associated with them in later years, 
the earliest documented explanations for the practice of elevation 
give quite different reasons. Arthur Neame, an early planter on the 
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lower Herbert, commented on the district in 1871: "as a precaution 
against fever one ought to sleep 7 or 8 ft. above the ground." 
This was apparently orthodox opinion in the area, for a description 
of Avoca plantation in the same year reported, "A fine substantial 
house has been erected on piles ten feet high, the object of which 
is to get the sea breeze and to avoid miasma." This reflects 
contemporary belief that malaria and other fevers were contracted 
from vapours rising from stagnant water or damp ground. Earl had 
warned colonists: 
that land-locked harbours in tropical climates are 
always unhealthy unless they are acted on by a breeze 
constantly blowing, so as to dissipate at once, the 
malaria V7hich arises from stagnant sea-water exposed 
to the rays of a tropical sun."3 
Belief in the injurious properties of tropical miasma was extremely 
persistent. Fifty years after Earl wrote, although the means of 
malaria transmission by mosquitoes had become well known in the 
meantime, the topic was raised at a parliamentary committee in New 
South Wales: 
Have you heard that fogs in North Queensland largely 
cause fever and ague? That was common belief until 
the last ten years, but it is now known to be not 
correct."^ 
The sea breeze that dispersed miasma was of course conducive to 
comfort more generally, as another traveller on the lower Herbert 
found at the Gairloch Native Police camp: 
The dwelling-house is substantially built on high 
piles, a peculiarly [sic], by-the-bye, everywhere 
noticeable. It might be thought to be suggestive 
of floods, but on enquiry it appears that by 
building in this manner, cool and airy dining-rooms 
and store rooms are provided."^ 
Thus health and comfort were served simultaneously by the elevated 
house. It was obvious, too, that by utilising the space underneath 
the building a great Increase in floor area could be obtained at very 
little cost, a discovery that had been made at Port Esslngton. 
McArthur, summarizing the virtues of his highset buildings, observed: 
"The capacity of every house so raised was doubled." Early in 1884, 
mining magnate John Moffat had a new highset house built in Irvinebank, 
and set out his reasons in a letter to a colleague: 
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As up to the present our living accommodation 
consisted of five 6 x 8 tents and a little hut for 
feeding in, we went in at once for a respectable 
house built on 8 feet stumps the house for 
residence purposes and the space underneath for 
working in and stores - upstairs we have a sitting 
room 16 x 14, two bedrooms 10 x 8 and the makings of 
four verandah bedrooms each 8 x 7^, with front 
verandah, from which a nice view of the dam is had. 
On the ground we have fine cool rooms for offices, 
stores, assaying room etc.^^ 
By the early 1880's, houses on high stumps were encountered quite 
commonly throughout North Queensland. In Townsville, Witham's house 
68 in Sturt Street, built in 1881 or 1882, and Robert Phllp's house 
Ellerslle were on stumps about two metres high. The manager's 
house at Homebush sugar mill, near Mackay, was built in 1883 on brick 
piers nearly three metres in height. For a decade or more, such 
elevation seems usually to be associated with the houses of the well-
to-do, but as Moffat's house demonstrates, the motives of even the 
wealthy stemmed from utility rather than prestige. With acceptance of 
the technique by the Colonial Architect about 1884, the highset house 
had certainly entered the mainstream of Queensland building practice, 
and rarely attracted comment or explanation by residents of the 
colony thereafter. 
It remains to explain why recent writers have tended to Identify 
the early twentieth century as the period in which elevation of houses 
became common. Part of the explanation may lie in the advertising 
literature distributed by Queensland building firms at that time. In 
the decade after 1900, construction of houses throughout the state 
came to be dominated by Brisbane builders offering cheap prefabricated 
homes which undersold those erected by less efficient local tradesmen; 
the most prominent of the ready-to-erect firms were James Campbell and 
71 72 
Sons and Brown and Broad. Their Illustrated catalogues and 
newspaper advertisements were widely disseminated during the following 
twenty years, and as they usually depicted houses on high stumps, 
undoubtedly assisted in fostering a popular association of elevated 
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houses with Brisbane suppliers. These, however, create a completely 
misleading Impression of the houses' influence on building practices. 
There was in fact no prescription for high stumps implied In the ad-
vertisements: the stumps were the one element of the house the 
suppliers did not provide. 
House stumps, and Battens between stumps, are not 
included in our quotations. Stumps are usually 
more cheaply procured locally.'-' 
While the literature of the early twentieth century building firms may 
have served to foster the public image of the elevated house, the actual 
houses supplied did nothing to Increase its prevalence, for the eleva-
tion at which the prefabricated houses were erected remained entirely a 
matter for the purchaser, and thus entirely dependent on personal taste 
and local custom. 
The highset house was in use in North Queensland from 1870 onward, 
and had become commonplace by the 1880's. Whence it derived remains 
a matter for investigation, but its early adoption in this region is 
clearly connected with the eastern coastal plain and the nascent sugar 
industry. Contemporary sources provide four explicit reasons for the 
practice in its first decade - defence against malaria, improved 
ventilation, control of termites and increased space at low cost - but 
it would be idle to speculate on which of these was the original, or 
the foremost, reason. A combination of advantages is given in most 
written accounts, and its popularity seems to rest not on one clear 
explanation, but on a more general conviction of its appropriateness. 
This satisfaction with the technique quickly expressed itself as 
orthodox building practice, sufficiently strong to persist until the 
present. 
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Witham's house, Townsville, about 1881 
[Townsville City Library] 
John Moffat's house, Irvinebank, 1884 
[Cairns Historical Society] 
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